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Abstract
Earlier work on modular arithmetic of k − ary rep-
resentations of length L of the natural numbers in
quantum mechanics is extended here to k − ary rep-
resentations of all natural numbers, and to integers
and rational numbers. Since the length L is indeter-
minate, representations of states and operators using
creation and annihilation operators for bosons and
fermions are defined. Emphasis is on definitions and
properties of operators corresponding to the basic op-
erations whose properties are given by the axioms for
each type of number. The importance of the require-
ment of efficient implementability for physical models
of the axioms is emphasized. Based on this, succes-
sor operations for each value of j corresponding to
+kj−1 are defined. It follows from the efficient im-
plementability of these successors, which is the case
for all computers, that implementation of the addi-
tion and multiplication operators, which are defined
in terms of polynomially many iterations of the suc-
cessors, should be efficient. This is not the case for
definitions based on just the successor for j = 1. This
is the only successor defined in the usual axioms of
arithmetic.
∗This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy,
Nuclear Physics Division, under contract W-31-109-ENG-38.
1 Introduction
Quantum computers are of much recent interest
mainly because of their ability to implement some
algorithms [1, 2] more efficiently than any known
classical algorithms. Also the possibility that they
can simulate other quantum systems more efficiently
than is possible by classical systems [3] is of interest.
Quantum robots [4] may also be of interest. These
are mobile systems including a quantum computer
and ancillary systems that move in and interact with
an arbitrary environment of quantum systems.
A central aspect of computation is the fact that the
physical states acted on by both quantum and clas-
sical computers represent numbers. This raises the
question regarding exactly what are the numbers that
are supposed to be represented by computer states.
The viewpoint usually taken is that one knows in-
tuitively what numbers are and how to interpret the
various representations. For example in quantum me-
chanics the product state |s〉 = ⊗Lj=1|s(j)〉j where s
is a function from 1, 2, · · · , L to 0, 1 is a binary rep-
resentation of numbers according to
s =
L∑
j=1
s(j)2j−1 (1)
where the left hand symbol, s, denotes a natural num-
ber with no particular representation specified.
Another approach is to characterize numbers as
models of the axioms for arithmetic or number the-
ory [5, 6]. Any mathematical or physical system that
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satisfies (or is a model of) the axioms of arithmetic or
number theory represents the natural numbers. This
description can be extended to other mathematical
systems. For example any mathematical or physical
system that satisfies appropriate sets of axioms for
integers or rational numbers is a representation or
model of these types of numbers.1
This viewpoint will be taken here as it gives a pre-
cise method for characterizing the various types of
numbers and discussing both mathematical and phys-
ical models of the axioms. This viewpoint also em-
phasizes the close connection between mathematics
and physics and the relevance of mathematical logic
to the development of a coherent theory of mathe-
matics and physics. The importance of developing a
coherent theory of mathematics and physics has been
noted elsewhere [7] and in other work [8, 9]. Such an
approach may also help explain why mathematics is
so ”unreasonably effective” [10] and why physics is so
comprehensible [11].
A basic assumption made here is that quantum me-
chanics or some suitable generalization such as quan-
tum field theory is universally applicable. One con-
sequence of this assumption is that both microscopic
and macroscopic systems must be described quan-
tum mechanically. This includes both microscopic
and macroscopic computers. The fact that macro-
scopic computers which are in such wide use can be
described classically to a very good approximation
does not invalidate a quantum mechanical descrip-
tion by use of pure or mixed states, no matter how
complex the system may be.
Because of the universality of quantum mechanics,
the interest here is in quantum mechanical models of
the axiom systems of various types of numbers. The
approach taken here differs from that usually taken
in that emphasis is placed on the operations and their
properties as described by the axioms rather than on
the states of a system. For example, the axioms for
the natural numbers describe three basic operations,
the successor (corresponding to +1), +, and × and
their properties. A mathematical or physical system
is considered to represent the natural numbers, or be
1The intuitive base remains, though, as axioms are set up
to reflect the intuitive properties of each type of number.
a model of the axioms if the representations of the
basic operations satisfy the axioms.
Here the main emphasis is on mathematical mod-
els based on quantum systems. The importance of
physical models includes the basic requirement that
each of the basic operators corresponding to the op-
erations described by the axioms must be efficiently
implementable [12]. In brief this requirement means
that, for each basic operation O, there must exist
a physically implementable quantum dynamics that
carries out O on the number states. The requirement
of efficiency means that the space-time and thermo-
dynamic resources needed to implement the opera-
tions on states representing a number N must be
polynomial in logkN where k ≥ 2. In particular the
resources required should not be polynomial in N .
The requirement of efficient implementation is
quite restrictive, especially for microscopic quantum
systems. (See [13, 14] for a description of some
implementation conditions for microscopic systems.)
Quantum systems for which the basic operations are
not efficiently implementable cannot serve as physi-
cal models of the axioms being considered. Examples
include systems with states corresponding to unary
representations of numbers (for which all arithmetic
operations are exponentially hard) or in very noisy
and chaotic environments.
However it is also the case that there must ex-
ist either macroscopic or microscopic physical mod-
els of the axioms of arithmetic. In particular, phys-
ical models must exist that represent the numbers
0, 1, · · · , N where N is large, and are capable of car-
rying out arithmetic operations on these numbers.
If such models did not exist, even for moderate val-
ues of N , it would not be possible to carry out any
but the most elementary calculations or to even de-
velop a physical theory of the universe. In a more
fundamental sense the requirement that there must
exist physical models of the axioms must in some way
place restrictions on the basic properties of the phys-
ical universe in which we live. That is, in some way
it must be related to the strong anthropic principle
[15, 16].
The axioms of arithmetic, in common with other
mathematical axiom systems, make no mention of the
requirements of efficiency or implementability. These
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are extra conditions that are essential for the exis-
tence of physical models of the axioms [12]. They
play no role in the existence of mathematical models
of the axioms.
It would be desirable to expand these axiom sys-
tems to include some aspects of efficient imple-
mentability. For example, one problem that is not
taken into account so far is that efficient imple-
mentability of the plus (+) and times (×) operations
does not follow from efficient implementability of the
successor operation. In fact, implementation of the
+ or × operations by iteration of the successor op-
eration is not efficient in that addition or multiplica-
tion of two numbers, n,m requires a number of iter-
ations of the successor operation that is polynomial
in m and n rather than in lognm. One can require
that each of the three operations are efficiently im-
plementable, but this provides no insight or relation
between efficient procedures for the successor opera-
tion and for the plus and times operations.
This problem is taken into account here by defining
many successor operations rather than just one. For
natural numbers and integers the successors Sj for
j = 1, 2, · · · correspond informally to the addition of
kj−1 where k is an arbitrary integer ≥ 2. S1 is the
usual successor of axiomatic arithmetic [5, 6]. For
rational numbers the indices are extended to negative
j values.
The successors are required to satisfy several prop-
erties. The most important one is
Sj+1 = (Sj)
k (2)
This equation states that one iteration of Sj+1 is
equivalent to k iterations of Sj . This makes quite
clear why it is not sufficient to require that just S1
be efficiently implementable. Instead each of the Sj
must be efficiently implementable.
The value of these successor operations is that
the + and × operations can be defined in terms of
polynomially many iterations of the successor oper-
ations. It follows that if the Sj are efficiently im-
plementable and if any operation consisting of poly-
nomially many iterations of these operations is effi-
ciently implementable, then the + and × operations
are efficiently implementable. This condition is in
fact satisfied by all classical computers and will have
to be satisfied by any quantum computer.
The definition of efficient implementability given
earlier applies here. Sj is efficiently implementable
if there exists a physical procedure for implementing
Sj and the space-time and thermodynamic resources
needed to carry out the procedure are polynomial in
j. The resources needed should not be exponential
in j. The fact that this condition applies to infinitely
many Sj is not a problem, because procedures for
arbitrarily large j would be needed only asymptoti-
cally. Any operation that is completed in a finite time
needs only a finite number of the Sj to be efficiently
implementable.
The axiom systems for the different types of num-
bers can be extended to all the successor operations.
For natural numbers, axioms must be added to de-
scribe other conditions that the successors should sat-
isfy. These include Eq. 2 and the requirement that
for each j there are many numbers that cannot be ob-
tained by adding kj−1 to some other number. That
is S1(x) 6= 0 and y ≤ Sj(0) → x 6= Sj(y) for all x, y.
Here x, y are number variables. Other additions give
the requirements that for each j Sj(x) = Sj(y) →
x = y, x + Sj(y) = Sj(x + y), x × Sj(y) = x × y +
x×Sj(0), S1(y) = x→ x×Sj(0) = y×Sj(0)+Sj(0),
and x × S1(0) = x. However the discreteness axiom
x ≤ S1(y)→ x ≤ y ∨ x = S1(y) holds only for j = 1.
The other axioms, [5, 6] including Peano’s induction
axiom, are unchanged.
Here earlier work on modular arithmetic of k−ary
representations of length L of the natural numbers
[12] will be extended to include k − ary representa-
tions of all natural numbers, not just those < kL,
and the integers and rational numbers. The proce-
dure followed here will be to give abstract quantum
mechanical models of these types of number systems.
These serve as a convenient common reference for
discussion of physical models just as abstract repre-
sentations of networks of quantum gates, as in [17, 18]
do for physical quantum gate networks.
Abstract quantum mechanical models for the nat-
ural numbers, the integers, and the rational numbers
are discussed in Sections 3, 4, and 5. Definitions are
given for operators for the successor operations for
each type of number system. Operators for + and
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× are defined in terms of iterations of the successor
operators. It is seen that these operators satisfy the
properties described by the axioms.
Maps from these abstract models to physical mod-
els of quantum systems are described in Section 6.
Some aspects of the condition of efficient imple-
mentability of the basic operations are briefly dis-
cussed.
2 Fermion and Boson Models
Since all numbers of each type are under considera-
tion, the string length in the k−ary representation is
unbounded. In particular the string length changes
as a result of various operations on the numbers.
This feature is accounted for here by constructing
quantum mechanical models of these numbers and
their operations as multicomponent states and oper-
ators in Fock space. The individual string compo-
nents are represented by bosonic or fermionic annihi-
lation and creation operators, aℓ,j and a
†
ℓ,j that anni-
hilate or create a system in the quantum state |ℓ, j〉.
For k − ary representations of numbers the values of
j = 1, 2, · · · , correspond to the different powers of k
and the values of ℓ = 0, 1, · · · , k− 1 are multipliers of
the corresponding powers of k. This is shown in Eq.
1 where where s becomes a function from 1, 2, · · · , L
to 0, 1, · · · , k − 1 and 2j−1 is replaced by kj−1.
From a field theory viewpoint, the states a†ℓ,j|0〉
represent single mode excitations of the Fermion or
Boson field. These correspond to states of single par-
ticles or field systems. Multiple mode field excitations
of the form a†s|0〉 correspond to states of L particles
with at most one mode, or particle, associated with
each value of j.
If the values of j denote different space locations,
then the states a†s|0〉 describe excitations with one
particle or component at locations 1, 2, · · · , L and no
particle anywhere else. This model is often used in
physical multi particle systems where the values of ℓ
refer to such single system properties as different ex-
citation states, spin projections, or polarization prop-
erties.
For bosons or fermions the annihilation creation (a-
c) operators satisfy commutation or anticommutation
relations given by
[a†ℓ′,j′ , aℓ,j] = δℓ′j′,ℓj for bosons
{a†ℓ′,j′ , aℓ,j} = δℓ′j′,ℓj for fermions (3)
and
[a†ℓ′,j′ , a
†
ℓ,j] = 0 = [aℓ′,j′ , aℓ,j] for bosons
{a†ℓ′,j′ , a
†
ℓ,j} = 0 = {aℓ′,j′ , aℓ,j} for fermions. (4)
Here {x, y} = xy + yx and [x, y] = xy − yx.
The basis states of interest have the form
a†
s(L),La
†
s(L−1),L−1, · · · , a
†
s(1),1|0〉 = a
†
s|0〉 (5)
where s is any function from 1, 2, · · · , L to 0, 1, · · · , k−
1 with L, the length of s, arbitrary. The convention
used here for all states is that the component a-c
operators appear in the order of increasing values of
j. Linear superpositions of these states have the form
ψ =
∑
s csa
†
s|0〉 where the sum is over all functions
s of finite length. The vacuum state |0〉 is the state
corresponding to the zero length function.
The use of fermion and boson systems to carry
out quantum computation and the representation of
fermions as products of Pauli operators has been
the subject of some discussion in the literature
[19, 20, 21]. Here the change of sign associated with
permutation of fermion a-c operators does not cause
problems in that the order of creation operators in
the states a†s|0〉, shown in Eq. 5, will be maintained
in all states considered here. Also most terms in the
operators to be defined either have an even number
of a-c operators that act either at the same place or
on the lefthand operators in Eq. 5. For those cases
where the sign change has an effect, operators for
fermions will be defined differently than for bosons.
3 The Natural Numbers
3.1 The Successor Operators
The approach taken here is to consider the states
|s〉 = a†s|0〉 with a
†
s|0〉 given by eq. 5 as candidate
natural number states. Operators for the successors,
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+ and × will be defined and seen to have the proper-
ties specified by the axioms. This shows that, relative
to the operator definitions, the above states do rep-
resent natural numbers.
It should be noted that states of the form a†s|0〉
give a many one representation of the numbers in
that states with arbitrary extensions with 0s to the
left correspond to the same number as those without.
(00134 is the same number as 134). However the main
interest here is in states where s(L) 6= 0; those with
s(L = 0 will play a role as intermediate states only.
Let H be the Hilbert space spanned by all
states of this form. Define the operators Pocc,j =∑k−1
h=0 a
†
h,jah,j and P>0,j =
∑k−1
h=1 a
†
h,jah,j . These op-
erators are the number operators for finding a particle
in any state h for a fixed value of j, and in any state
h 6= 0. Since H, as a subspace of the full Fock space,
is defined so that at most one component or parti-
cle can have property j for either fermions or bosons,
the eigenvalues of these number operators on H are
just 0, 1. Because of this they are shown as projec-
tion operators. Punocc,j = 1−Pocc,j is the projection
operator for finding the site j unoccupied.
Based on these definitions the successor operators
can be defined for each value of j as
Vj = NjZj (6)
where
Nj =
∑k−2
h=1 a
†
h+1,jah,j + a
†
1,ja0,jPocc,j+1
+Nj+1a
†
0,jak−1,j + Punocc,j+1a
†
1,jPunocc,j (7)
for j ≥ 2 and
N1 =
k−2∑
h=0
a†h+1,1ah,1 +N2a
†
0,1ak−1,1. (8)
Zj is defined as
Zj = Pocc,j + Punocc,jP>0,j−1
+
j−2∑
ℓ=2
a†0,j−1, · · · , a
†
0,ℓ+1Punocc,ℓ+1P>0,ℓ
+ a†0,j−1, · · · , a
†
0,2Punocc,2. (9)
for j ≥ 4. Z1 = 1 = Z2 and Z3 is obtained from Eq.
9 by deleting the sum terms.
The operator Vj is a product of two operators Nj
and Zj. The first three terms of Nj with the first
term of Zj act on states a
†
s|0〉 where site j is occupied.
That is, a†s includes a creation operator a
†
h,j for some
value of h. The first term of Nj converts |h, j〉 to
|h+ 1, j〉 if 1 ≤ h ≤ k− 2. The second term converts
|0, j〉 to |1, j〉 if site j + 1 is occupied, and the third
term converts |k − 1, j〉 to |0, j〉 with the carry one
operation shown by the subsequent action of Nj+1.
The last term ofNj with the remaining three terms
of Zj act on states where site j is unoccupied. The
effect of the three terms of Zj acting on a
†
s|0〉, where
the length, L, of s is less than j, is to extend s by
adding 0s so that sites ≤ j − 1 are occupied. The
action of the last term of Nj on Zja
†
s|0〉 is to create
a 1 at site j just to the left of the leftmost 0. As an
example, if as|0〉 = |364〉 and j = 7, then Z7|364〉 =
|000364〉 and NjZj|364〉 = |1000364〉.
The definition of Zj is explicit and shows the oper-
ator to be a many system nonlocal operator. However
it can also be defined recursively by
Zj = Pocc,j + Punocc,jP>0,j−1 +Qj−1 (10)
where
Qj−1 = a
†
0,j−1(Punocc,j−1P>0,j−2 +Qj−2)
Q2 = Punocc,3Pocc,2 + a
†
0,2Punocc,2. (11)
This form shows that Zj can also be expressed as a
product of local operators. Nj is already defined in
this form although the recursion is in the direction of
increasing j. The recursion direction does not cause a
problem in that for any state a†s|0〉 with L > j, there
are at most L− j+1 recursions with NL+1 being the
last one.
The recursive forms of both Nj and Zj show ex-
plicitly that these operators, and Vj , are efficiently
implementable, relative to that for the local a-c op-
erators. Zj is a sum of products of at most j + 1
local a-c operators with one term in the sum active
on each number state of the form a†s|0〉. As such it
can be implemented in polynomially j many steps as
its role is to extend a number string by adding up to
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j − 1 zeros, if needed. The same argument, applied
to Nj with at most L− j+1 recursions, shows that it
can be implemented in polynomially L many steps.
Define the subspace Harith of H as the Hilbert
space spanned by states of the form a†s|0〉 where
s(L) 6= 0 if L > 1 and s(1) = 0, 1, · · · , k − 1 if L = 1.
Then there is a one to one correspondence between
these basis states and the natural numbers where the
state a†0,1|0〉 corresponds to 0. This space is invariant
for the Vj (VjH
arith ⊂ Harith even though Zj takes
states in Harith outside Harith into H⊖Harith).
If the Vj can be shown to satisfy the properties of
the successor operations given by the (expanded) ax-
ioms of arithmetic, then they correspond to addition
of kj−1. In this case the adjoint, V †j , corresponds
to subtraction of kj−1 on the domain of definition.
V †j = Z
†
jN
†
j where
N †j =
∑k−2
h=1 a
†
h,jah+1,j + Pocc,j+1a
†
0,ja1,j
+a†k−1,ja0,jN
†
j+1 + Punocc,ja1,jPunocc,j+1 (12)
and
Z†j = P>0,jPunocc,j + Pocc,j
+
j−2∑
ℓ=2
P>0,ℓPunocc,ℓ+1a0,ℓ+1, · · · , a0,j−1
+ Punocc,2a0,2, · · · , a0,j−1. (13)
Based on the above it can be seen that, relative
to the space Harith, each Vj is a unilateral shift [22].
That is, V †j Vj = 1 and VjV
†
j = P where P is a pro-
jection operator on a subspace of Harith. Also for
each state a†s|0〉 ≡ |s〉, 〈s|Vj |s〉 = 0.
To see that V †j Vj = Z
†
jN
†
jNjZj = 1 one
notes that N †jNj =
∑k−2
h=1 Ph,j + Pocc,j+1P0,j +
Pk−1,jN
†
j+1Nj+1 + Punocc,jPunocc,j+1 as only the
diagonal terms are nonzero. This shows that
〈s|N †jNj|s〉 = 1 for all s for which L = j − 1 (includ-
ing s for which s(L) = 0) and L ≥ j and s(L) > 0.
Since Zj passes unchanged all states |s〉 in H
arith for
which L ≥ j − 1, one has 〈s|V †j Vj |s〉 = 1 for these
states. For states |s〉 in Harith for which L < j − 1,
Zj and Nj are defined so that N
†
jNjZj|s〉 = Zj |s〉.
Thus 〈s|V †j Vj |s〉 = 1 for these states also which com-
pletes the proof.
Inspection of the terms in NjZj shows directly that
〈s|Vj |s〉 = 0. Finally one sees from Eq. 12 that
V †j |s〉 = 0 for all s for which L ≤ j − 1. This shows
that VjV
†
j |s〉 = 0 on these states. For all states |s〉
for which L ≥ j, VjV
†
j |s〉 = NjN
†
j |s〉. An argument
similar to that for V †j Vj shows that 〈s|VjV
†
j |s〉 = 1
on these states. This completes the proof that Vj is
a unilateral shift.
This result and 〈s|Vj |s〉 = 0 show that, if the Vj
and the definitions of = and× operators (Subsections
3.2 and 3.3) satisfy the arithmetic axioms, then the
candidate number states do represent numbers. This
is the reason for referring, in the foregoing, to the
states |s〉 = a†s|0〉 as number states.
The most important required property of the Vj is
that given by Eq. 2: or
(Vj)
k = Vj+1. (14)
To prove this one first notes that (Vj)
h|s〉 =
(Nj)
hZj|s〉 for h ≥ 1. To save on notation let V
h
j , N
h
j
denote (Vj)
h, (Nj)
h respectively. First note that
V hj |s〉 = N
h
j Zj |s〉.
There are several cases to consider. For |s〉 where
L < j − 1
Zj |s〉 = |0[j−1,L+1] ∗ s〉 = a
†
0,j−1, · · · , a
†
0,L+1a
†
s|0〉.
Here ∗ denotes concatenation and 0[a,b] denotes a
string of zeroes from a to b. Iteration of Nj on Zj|s〉
gives
NjZj|s〉 = |1j ∗ 0[j−1,L+1] ∗ s〉
Nk−1Zj|s〉 = |k − 1j ∗ 0[j−1,L+1] ∗ s〉
Nk−1j Zj|s〉 = Nj+1|0j ∗ 0[j−1,L+1] ∗ s〉
= Nj+1Zj+1|s〉 = Vj+1|s〉.
Use of V kj |s〉 = N
k
j Zj|s〉 completes the proof for this
case.
The case of L = j − 1 is similar and is left to the
reader. For L ≥ j write |s〉 = |s[L,j+1] ∗ ℓj ∗ s[j−1,1]〉
where 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ k − 1. Use of Zj |s〉 = |s〉 gives
V k−1−ℓj |s〉 = |s[L,j+1] ∗ k − 1j ∗ s[j−1,1]〉
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V k−ℓj |s〉 = Nj+1|s[L,j+1] ∗ 0j ∗ s[j−1,1]〉
V kj |s〉 = N
ℓ
jNj+1|s[L,j+1] ∗ 0j ∗ s[j−1,1]〉
= Nj+1|s〉
This result gives immediately that V kj |s〉 = Vj+1|s〉
which is the desired result. To obtain this use was
made of the fact thatNjNj+1|s
′〉 = Nj+1Nj|s
′〉. This
holds even for fermions because the terms in Nj and
Nj+1 giving an odd number of creation and annihila-
tion operators give zero contribution acting on states
|s′〉 with L ≥ j + 1. This completes the proof of Eq.
14 as all cases have been covered.
The definitions given so far allow the representa-
tion of any state |s〉 by
|s〉 = V
s(L)
L · · ·V
s(1)
1 |0〉. (15)
This relation is quite useful for proving various prop-
erties of the arithmetic operators. It is a special case
of addition described next. It also serves as a good
illustration of the fact that, even for fermions, the
V operators with arbitrary subscripts commute. To
see this it is sufficient to consider VnVm acting on the
state |0〉 as the argument is the same for other states.
Let n < m. Use of Eqs. 7 and 9 gives
VnVm|0〉 = VnNma
†
0,m−1 · · · a
†
0,1|0〉
= Vna
†
1,ma
†
0,m−1 · · · a
†
0,1|0〉
= a†1,na0,nPocc,n+1a
†
1,ma
†
0,m−1 · · · a
†
0,1|0〉.
Commuting the leftmost pair of a operators to a†0,n
on which they act causes no sign change. This shows
that VnVm|0〉 = |s〉 = VmVn|0〉 where s(m) = s(n) =
1, s(ℓ) = 0 for all 1 ≥ ℓ ≥ m, ℓ 6= n,m.
3.2 Addition
The definition of an addition operator +˜ is a gener-
alization of Eq. 15. Since +˜ is a binary operator, it
acts on pairs of states |s〉 ⊗ |t〉 = |s, t〉.2 The action
of +˜ can be defined by [12]
+˜|s〉 ⊗ |t〉 = |s〉 ⊗ |s+ t〉 (16)
2Various methods are available to distinguish the state |s, t〉
from |s∗t〉. These include use of special ending symbols for the
end of string states or extra degrees of freedom in the param-
eter set for distinguishing the component systems. However,
this will not be gone into here.
where
|s+ t〉 = V
s(L)
L V
s(L−1)
L−1 · · ·V
s(1)
1 |t〉 (17)
As defined, +˜ is an isometry [22]. The property
+˜
†
+˜ = 1 follows from the fact that the Vj are uni-
lateral shifts. That +˜+˜
†
is a projection operator fol-
lows from the fact that the adjoint +˜
†
, which corre-
sponds to subtraction, is defined on states |s, t〉 only if
|s〉 ≤ |t〉. This follows from +˜
†
|s, t〉 = |s, t− s〉 where
|t − s〉 = (V †)
s(1)
1 · · ·V
†)
s(L)
L |t〉 This state is defined
if and only if all the iterations of the adjoints of the
Vj are defined on the states on which they operate.
This argument shows that +˜ is the direct sum of an
identity operator and a unilateral shift. It is the iden-
tity operator on the subspace spanned by all states
of the form |0〉|t〉 for any |t〉. It is a unilateral shift
on the subspace spanned by all states |s〉|t〉 where
|s〉 6= |0〉.
3.3 Multiplication
A definition of multiplication can be given that is
based on successive iterations of addition and a shift
operator. The goal of the shift operator U is to shift
a state |s〉 to a state
U |s〉 = |s ∗ 0〉 = a†
s(L),L+1 · · ·a
†
s(1),2a
†
0,1|0〉 (18)
This corresponds informally to multiplying s by k.
This operator consists of two parts: shifting a state
and insertion of a 0 at site 1. Because the insertion
involves a single creation operator, the operator must
be defined differently for fermions than for bosons.
This is the first case where this distinction matters;
as was noted the definitions of both the successor and
addition operators were the same for both boson and
fermion states in Harith. The definition of the shift
operator U i for both fermions, i = f , and bosons,
i = b, can be given by
U i =
∞∑
j=1
U ijPunocc,j+1 (19)
where
U ij = sg(i)U
f
j−1
k−1∑
h=0
a†h,j+1ah,j
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U1 =
k−1∑
h=0
a†h,2a
†
0,1ah,1. (20)
Here sg(i) = −1 if i = f and sg(i) = +1 if i =
b. Punocc,j = 1 − Pocc,j = 1 −
∑k−1
h=0 a
†
h,jah,j is the
projection operator for finding no component system
at site j. Pocc,j is the site j number operator. It is
a projection operator on Harith as the only possible
eigenvalues are 0 and 1 for both boson and fermion
states. (Recall the definition of Harith as the space
spanned by all states of the form |s〉 with s(L) > 0 if
L > 1.)
The presence of Punocc,j in the definition gives the
result that U i|s〉 = U iL|s〉 where i denotes either f
or b. For fermions the presence of the minus sign in
Eq. 20 means that when U1 becomes active on the
state a†
s(L),L+1 · · · a
†
s(2),3a
†
s(1),1|0〉 it is multiplied by
a factor of (−1)L−1. There are 3(L − 1) commuta-
tions of the three operators in U1 to their action on
· · · a†
s(1),1|0〉 which gives a total factor of (−1)
4L−4
which is positive for any L. This shows that Eq. 18
is satisfied for any |s〉 for either bosons or fermions.
As defined, U i is an isometry. That is, in Harith
(U i)†U i = 1 but U i(U i)† = P0,1Pocc,2. Here P0,1
is the projection operator on all states |s〉 such that
s(1) = 0. This follows from the fact that (U i)†|s〉 =
· · · (U1)
dagger |s〉 = · · ·
∑j−1
h=0 a
†
h,1a0,1ah,2s〉 = 0 unless
s(1) = 0.
The multiplication operator ×˜ is defined on triples
of states by
×˜|s〉 ⊗ |t〉 ⊗ |x〉 = |s〉 ⊗ |t〉 ⊗ |x+ s× t〉. (21)
Informally the operation multiplies s and t and adds
the result to x. Pure multiplication occurs when
|x〉 = a†0,1|0〉.
The operator ×˜ is expressed in terms of U i and +˜
by
×˜|s, t, x〉 = ((U i2)
†)L−1(+˜2,3)
s(L)U i2(+˜2,3)
s(L−1)U i2
· · ·U i2(+˜2,3)
s(1)|s, t, x〉 (22)
In this equation i = f, b and the subscripts 2, 3 on
+˜2,3 and 2 on U
i
2 show that +˜2,3 = 1 ⊗ +˜ and U
i
2 =
1⊗U i⊗1. Also |s〉⊗ |t〉⊗ |x〉 = |s, t, x〉. The number
of iterations of each plus operation is determined by
the elements of |s〉. Informally the action of ×˜ can
be characterized by s(1) iterations of adding t to x,
then the addition of s(2) iterations of adding kt to the
result, then · · ·, then the addition of s(L) iterations
of adding kL−1t to the result. The factor ((U i2)
†)L−1
restores the state |kL−1t〉 to |t〉.
As is the case for +˜, ×˜ is an isometry that is the
direct sum of an identity and a unilateral shift. It is
the identity operator on the subspace spanned by all
states |s〉 ⊗ |t〉 ⊗ |x〉 where either |s〉 or |t〉 equal |0〉.
It is a unilateral shift on the subspace spanned by all
states |s, t, x〉 where |s〉 6= |0〉 6= |t〉. On this subspace
〈s, t, x|×˜|s, t, x〉 = 0.
3.4 The Arithmetic Axioms
It is easy to show, based on the properties given
above, that the operators Vj , +˜, and ×˜ satisfy the
arithmetic axioms for the successors and plus. That
|0〉 is the additive identity follows from Eqs. 16 and
17 and is expressed in Eq. 15. Eq. 14 has already
been proved. Also |1〉 is the multiplicative identity,
as can be seen from ×˜|1〉⊗|t〉⊗|0〉 = +˜|1〉⊗|t〉⊗|0〉 =
|1〉 ⊗ |t〉 ⊗ |t〉. The commutativity of the Vj and +˜,
or +˜|s〉 ⊗ Vj |t〉 = (1˜ ⊗ Vj)+˜|s〉 ⊗ |t〉 follows from the
definitions of the operators involved.
Again there are no problems even for fermions be-
cause any terms with an odd number of annihilation
or creation operators which give a nonzero contri-
bution undergo an even number of permutations to
arrive at the point of action (i.e. where the delta
functions of Eqs. 3 and 4 apply).
Proofs of the other two axioms, ×˜(Vj ⊗ 1˜⊗ 1˜)|s〉 ⊗
|t〉⊗|x〉 = |s〉⊗|t〉⊗|y〉 where |y〉 = |x+s×t+kj−1t〉,
and distributivity of multiplication over addition, are
discussed in the Appendix.
4 The Integers
As is well known the integers correspond to positive
and negative natural numbers. A suitable set of ax-
ioms can be obtained by replacing the arithmetic ax-
iom ”0 6= S(x)” (0 is not a successor of any element)
by ”∀x∃y(x = S(y))” (every element is a successor).
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Also an axiom stating the existence of an inverse to
addition is needed. As was done for the natural num-
bers extension of these axioms to include all the suc-
cessors S1, S2, · · · is needed. Integers also satisfy the
axioms for a commutative ring with identity[23].
Here integers will be represented by states of the
form
|+ s〉 = a†+,L+1a
†
s|0〉
| − s〉 = a†−,L+1a
†
s|0〉 (23)
where a†s|0〉 = a
†
s(L),L · · · a
†
s(1),1|0〉 is the same defini-
tion as was used for the natural numbers. By conven-
tion the integer 0 will be represented by the positive
version only, or a†+,2a
†
0,1|0〉 = | + 0〉. The Hilbert
space of interest, HI is spanned by all states | ± s〉
where s(L) 6= 0 and the state | + 0〉. This is a sub-
space of a space that includes states of the form |±s〉
where s(L) = 0 is possible.
As was the case for the natural numbers this def-
inition is valid for either bosons or fermions. In the
latter case the order of creation operators appearing
in Eq. 23, that mirrors the ordering of the site labels
for the component systems (with the sign component
at the end), is taken to be fixed.
4.1 The Successor Operators
As was the case for the natural numbers, successor
operators Ij are defined, one for each j = 1, 2, · · ·,
that are to correspond to addition of kj−1. Ij consists
of three components, one for the nonnegative integers
and two for the negative integers separated on the
basis of whether a sign change does or does not occur.
To this end define the projection operators
P+ =
∞∑
j=2
a†
+,j
a+,j
P−,≥j =
∞∑
h=j+1
a†
−,h
a−,h,
P−,<j =
j∑
h=2
a†
−,h
a−,h. (24)
These are defined as number operators. On HI they
are projection operators as 0, 1 are the only possible
eigenvalues. Note that the subscripts ≥, < refer to
the sites of the single digit number operators and
do not include the sites of the signs. A sign change
operator W is defined as
W =
∞∑
j=1
(a†+,ja−,j + a
†
−,ja+,j). (25)
W is unitary and W 2 = 1.
The successor operation Ij on the Hilbert space H
I
can be separated into two operators as
Ij = I
+
j + I
−
j = I
+
j + I
−
≥j + I
−
<j (26)
where I+j and I
−
j are defined on H
I+ and HI−, the
spaces of nonnegative and negative integer states re-
spectively. I−<j = I
−
j P−,<j is defined on the sub-
space P−,<jH
I− and I−≥j = I
−
j P−,≥j is defined on
P−,≥jH
I−. The action of I−<j takes negative num-
ber states into positive number states. The sign is
unchanged by the action of I−≥j . Informally these
two correspond to the addition of kj−1 to negative
numbers whose absolute value is < kj−1 and ≥ kj−1
respectively.
The definitions of the I+j are quite similar to those
for the natural numbers. Corresponding to Eqs. 6,7,
and 9 one has
I+j = K
+
j Z
+
j (27)
where
K+j =
∑k−2
h=1 a
†
h+1,jah,j + a
†
1,ja0,jPnocc,j+1
+K+j+1a
†
0,jak−1,j + a
†
+,j+1a
†
1,jPunocc,j (28)
for j ≥ 2 and
K+1 =
k−2∑
h=0
a†h+1,1ah,1 +K
+
2 a
†
0,1ak−1,1. (29)
For j ≥ 4 Zj is defined by
Z+j = Punocc,ja+,jP>0,j−1 + Pnocc,jP+
+
j−2∑
ℓ=2
a†0,j−1, · · · , a
†
0,ℓ+1a+,ℓ+1P>0,ℓ
+ a†0,j−1, · · · , a
†
0,2a+,2. (30)
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Z1 = P+, Z2 = Pnocc,2P+ + a+,2, and Z3 is given
by Eq. 30 by deleting the sum terms. Pnocc,j+1 =∑k−1
h=0 a
†
h,j+1ah,j+1 is the projection operator for site
j + 1 occupied by a system in a single digit number
state (not in a sign state). Punocc,j is the projection
operator for site j to be unoccupied by a system in
any state.
The operators K+j and Z
+
j serve the same function
on the the Hilbert space HI+ of nonnegative integer
states as do the operators Nj and Zj on H
arith for
the natural number states. As was done for Zj in Eq.
11, Z+j can also be expressed recursively.
One can also prove that I+j is a unilateral shift on
HI+ and that
I+j+1 = (I
+
j )
k. (31)
The proofs will not be given here as they are quite
similar to those for Vj given earlier. It is also clear
that, corresponding to Eq. 15 one has
|+ s〉 = (I+L )
s(L)(I+L−1)
s(L−1), · · · , (I+1 )
s(1)|+ 0〉
= I+s |+ 0〉. (32)
The adjoint (I+j )
† is given by (I+j )
† = (Z+j )
†(K+j )
†
where
(K+j )
† =
∑k−2
h=1 a
†
h,jah+1,j + Pnocc,j+1a
†
0,ja1,j
+a†k−1,ja0,j(K
+
j+1)
† + Punocc,ja1,ja+,j+1(33)
for j ≥ 2 and
(K+1 )
† =
k−2∑
h=0
a†h,1ah+1,1 + a
†
k−1,1a0,1(K
+
2 )
†. (34)
Also
(Z+j )
† = P>0,j−1a
†
+,jPunocc,j + Pnocc,jP+
+
j−2∑
ℓ=2
P>0,ℓa
†
+,ℓ+1a0,ℓ+1, · · · , a0,j−1,
+ a†+,2, a0,2, · · · , a0,j−1. (35)
(Z+1 )
† = P+, (Z
+
2 )
+ = Pnocc,2P+ + a
†
+,2, and Z3 is
given by Eq. 35 by deleting the sum terms.
As was the case for Vj (I
+
j )
† corresponds to sub-
traction of kj−1 on its domain of definition. One
way to see this is to note that Eq. 31 can be used
to expand I+j+n as a product of powers as I+j+n =
(I+j )
k(I+j+1)
k−1 · · · (I+j+n−1)
k−1. Use of (I+j )
†I+j = 1
gives the useful result
(I+j )
†I+j+n = (I
+
j )
k−1 · · · (I+j+n−1)
k−1. (36)
This is the operator form of the numerical fact
that, for example, 10000-10=9990 in decimal nota-
tion (k=10).
The adjoint of I+j can be used to define I
−
≥j by
I−≥j = (P−,>0W + P+,0)(I
+
j )
†WP−,≥j (37)
with W given by Eq. 25. Here P+,0 = |+0〉〈0+ | and
P+,>0 is the projection operator all positive integer
states. For the quantum states of interest here, this
equation expresses the simple fact that if −m is a
negative integer with |m| ≥ kj−1, then −m+ kj−1 =
−(m− kj−1) and −kj−1 + kj−1 = +0.
The operator I−<j can be defined by
I−<j =
L<j∑
s
(I+s )
†I+j (I
+
s )
†WP−,s. (38)
In this equation P−,s = | − s〉〈s − | is the projection
operator on the state | − s〉, (I+s )
†W−+P−s = | +
0〉〈s − | converts | − s〉 to | + 0〉, and (I+s )
†I+j | + 0〉
gives the state corresponding to addition of kj−1 to
0 and subtracting s. The sum is over all s whose
length L (excluding the sign) is less than j and for
which s(L) > 0.
It is straightforward to see that Ij , defined by Eq.
26 is a bilateral shift. I†j Ij = 1 follows from the result
that
I†j Ij = (I
+
j )
†I+j + (I
−
≥j)
†I−≥j + (I
−
<j)
†I−<j
= P+ + P−,≥j + P−,<j = 1.
Here Eqs. 27, 37, and 38 have been used. The sum
of the projection operators gives the identity on HI .
In a similar fashion one can show that IjI
†
j = 1.
〈±s|Ij | ± s〉 = 0 for all states |+ s〉 and | − s〉 follows
directly from the definition of Ij .
Ij also satisfies
Ij+1 = (Ij)
k. (39)
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The proof of this is given in the Appendix. One has
for Ij a generalization of Eq. 36:
(Ij)
†Ij+n = (Ij)
k−1 · · · (Ij+n−1)
k−1. (40)
Corresponding to Eq. 32 one has
| ± s〉 = (IL)
±s(L)(IL−1)
±s(L−1), · · · , (I1)
±s(1)|+ 0〉
= I±s|+ 0〉. (41)
Here either the plus sign or the minus sign holds
throughout. Also (Ih)
−1 = I†h.
4.2 Integer Addition and Multiplica-
tion
The definition of addition of integers is similar to that
given for natural numbers. In essence it is a general-
ization of Eq. 41. One has1
+˜I | ± s〉 ⊗ | ± t〉 = | ± s〉 ⊗ | ± t+±s〉 (42)
where
| ± t+±s〉 = (IL)
±s(L), · · · , (I1)
±s(1)| ± t〉
= I±s| ± t〉. (43)
One sees from the definitions, including Eq. 41, that
+˜I has the correct sign properties. Acting on the
state |− s〉|± t〉, the negative exponents in the above
show that the action of +˜I corresponds to a subtrac-
tion of |+ s〉 from | ± t〉.
+˜I has been defined so that it is unitary: +˜
†
I+˜I =
1 = +˜I+˜
†
I . Here +˜
†
I corresponds to the subtraction
operation on integers. Note that +˜
†
I | − s〉| ± t〉 =
| ± t− (−s〉 where
| ± t− (−s)〉 = (I†1)
−s(1), · · · , (I†L)
−s(L)| ± t〉
= I†−s| ± t〉. (44)
Since (I†j )
−ℓ = (Ij)
ℓ and the various Ij factors can
be applied in any order, this expresses the fact that
subtraction of |− s〉 corresponds to addition of |+ s〉.
The definition of multiplication for the natural
numbers, Eqs. 21 and 22, can be taken over to de-
scribe integer multiplication:
×˜| ± s,±t,±x〉 = | ± s,±t,±x+ (±s×±t)〉. (45)
More explicitly one has
×˜| ± s,±t,±x〉 = ((U I,i2 )
†)L−1(+˜2,3)
±s(L)U I,i2
×(+˜2,3)
±s(L−1)U I,i2 · · ·U
I,i
2 (+˜2,3)
±s(1)| ± s,±t,±x〉. (46)
Here the main change in the definition is that +˜2,3
corresponds to integer addition given by Eq. 42. Also
U I,i2 is defined slightly differently than for the natural
numbers. Eq. 19 is replaced by
U I,i =
∞∑
j=1
U ija
†
±,j+2a±,j+1 (47)
with the definition of U ij unchanged and given by
Eq. 20 for i = f, b. The change shown above shifts
the sign qubits before the numeral qubits are shifted.
As was the case for the natural numbers, U I,i is an
isometry.
It is straightforward to show that the operator ×˜
is unitary. This follows from the results that +˜2,3
is unitary and that U I,i2 (U
I,i
2 )
† always acts on states
on which this operator is the identity. It does not
follow from this that division is defined as it is not
the inverse of ×˜. A correct definition of a division
operator ÷˜ would have to satisfy the requirement that
for each pair of states | ± s〉, | ± x〉 there is a unique
state | ± t〉 = | ± x÷±s〉 such that
÷˜| ± s,±t,±x〉 = | ± s,±t, 0〉. (48)
4.3 The Integer Axioms
The proofs that the operators Ij , +˜, ×˜ satisfy the
axioms for integers is quite similar to those for the
natural numbers and will not be repeated here. The
proof that every element is a j− successor, or for each
integer state |x〉 there is an integer state |y〉 such that
Ij |y〉 = |x〉 follows from the fact that Ij is a bilateral
shift where |y〉 = I†j |x〉. Here |x〉, |y〉 denote states of
the form | ± s〉, | ± t〉 with the sign included. The
existence of an additive inverse follows immediately
from the unitarity of +˜.
The proof that the various ring axioms are satis-
fied is straightforward. It is of interest to note that
proof of the commutativity and associativity of addi-
tion and multiplication for the operators implies the
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corresponding properties for the numbers appearing
in the exponents. This property, which was noted
before [12] is a consequence of the string character or
tensor product representation of the integers.
For example to prove that | ± s+±t〉 = | ± t+±s〉
one uses Eqs. 43, 41, and the commutativity of the
I operators to obtain
| ± s+±t〉 = | ± s〉 ⊗ (ILs)
±s(Ls) · · · (I1)
±s(1)|t〉
= | ± s〉 ⊗ (ILs)
±s(Ls) · · · (ILt+1)
±s(Lt+1)
(ILt)
±s(Lt)+±t(Lt) · · · (I1)
±s(1)+±t(1)|+0〉.
Here Lt ≤ Ls has been used. One now uses the com-
mutativity of the numbers in the exponents to set
(Ij)
s(j)+t(j) = (Ij)
t(j)+s(j) for 1 ≥ j ≥ Lt and write
(ILs)
±s(Ls) · · · (I1)
±s(1)|t〉 = (ILt)
±t(Lt) · · · (I1)
±t(1)|s〉
= | ± t+±s〉
which proves commutativity.
A similar situation exists for associativity. The
proof of | ± s + (±t + ±w)〉 = |(±s + ±t) + ±w〉
uses the equality (Ij)
±s(j)+ {(Ij)
±t(j)+(Ij)
±w(j)} =
{(Ij)
±s(j) + (Ij)
±t(j)} + (I
±w(j)
j . Proofs for commu-
tativity and associativity for multiplication are more
involved because of the relative complexity of the def-
inition of the ×˜ operator. However the same ideas
apply. These will be discussed more later on.
5 Rational Numbers
As is well known the rational numbers correspond
to equivalence classes of ordered pairs of integers.
Usually the class is represented by the one ordered
pair {p, q} where p and q are relatively prime and
the rational number is represented in the form p/q.
Rational numbers are also axiomatizable by the field
axioms. These are the axioms for a commutative ring
with identity plus the axiom stating the existence of
a multiplicative inverse [23].
The representation of rational numbers as pairs
of integers has the disadvantage that the multiplica-
tion and especially the addition operations are rather
opaque and unrelated to simple physical operations.
Also they are not the representation used in com-
puters that operate on single strings of symbols as
rational approximations to real numbers.
In particular, the sum of the two rational num-
bers (a, b) = a/b and (c, d) where a, b, c, d are inte-
gers is the rational number (a × d + c × b, b × d) =
[a × d + c × b]/[b × d]. Efficient implementation of
this operation is possible, as it is based on efficient
implementation of addition and multiplication of the
integers. However, the use of this fairly complex com-
bination of integer addition and multiplication to rep-
resent a basic operation of addition of rational num-
bers, which is simple for the string representation,
is one reason the integer pair representation is not
used. Also the string representation is well suited
to describe rational number approximations to real
numbers.
For these reasons the description of integers as ten-
sor product states over the sites j = 1, 2, · · · will be
extended here to tensor product states over the sites
j = · · · ,−1, 0, 1, · · ·. This description has the ad-
vantage that the basic successor and addition opera-
tions already defined can be easily adapted. Also el-
ementary multiplication operations corresponding to
physical shifts are easy to define and are physically
relatively easy to implement.
This representation has the obvious disadvantage
that many rational numbers as infinite repeating
”k − als” are only approximately represented. Only
those rational numbers p/q where all prime factors of
q are also factors of k can be represented exactly as
finite tensor product states. In spite of this the im-
portance of the requirement of efficient physical im-
plementation and the fact that these are used in com-
putations as rational approximations to real numbers
outweighs the disadvantages.
The corresponding tensor product states in Fock
space | ± r〉 have the form
| ± r〉 = a†±,n+1a
†
r(n),n
· · · a†
r(1),1a
†
.,0a
†
r(−1),−1 · · · a
†
r(−m),−m|0〉. (49)
Here r is a function from the interval [n,−m] to
0, 1, · · · , k − 1 with r(0) = ”.”, the ”k − al” point.
It is sometimes convenient to represent the state
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| ± r〉 as
| ± r〉 = | ± s.t〉 = a†±,Ls+1a
†
s(Ls),Ls
· · ·
a†
s(1),1a
†
.,0a
†
t(−1),−1 · · · a
†
t(−Lt),−Lt
|0〉. (50)
Here s, t are as defined before with Ls and Lt the
lengths of s and t.
As was the case for integers and natural numbers,
states with leading or trailing strings of zeros will be
excluded even though they represent the same ratio-
nal number. To this end the Hilbert space HRa of
rational number states is the subspace of Fock space
spanned by states of the form |±s.t〉 where s(Ls) > 0
if Ls > 1 and t(−Lt) > 0 if Lt > 1. H
Ra also includes
the state | + 0.0〉 = a†+,2a
†
0,1a
†
.,0a
†
0,−1|0〉 which repre-
sents the number 0. Properties of operators for basic
operations will be defined relative to this space.
Here the component systems associated with each
site are taken to be either bosons or fermions of the
same type. Thus for each site j the there must be k+3
states available to the boson or fermion as there are
the states |+, j〉, |−, j〉, |., j〉 as well as the k number
states available to each system. If desired, one can
construct a representation using fermions or bosons
of different types for the sign and ”k−al” point states.
Also, as was the case for the natural numbers and
integers, there are no problems here with the anti-
commutation relations for fermions provided the or-
dering shown in Eqs. 49 and 50 is preserved. The
operators will be defined so that they do not gener-
ate any sign changes for fermion states.
5.1 The Successor Operators
As was the case for the integers, successor operators,
Rj , can be defined for rational numbers. It is quite
useful to follow the definition of Ij and split the def-
inition of Rj into two cases:
Rj = R
+
j +R
−
j = R
+
j +R
−
≥j +R
−
<j . (51)
Here R+j and R
−
j act on the subspaces H
Ra+ and
HRa− corresponding to the subspaces of positive and
negative rational number states respectively. For j >
0 [j < 0] these operators correspond informally to
the addition of kj−1 [kj ]. Also R+j = R
+
j P+, R
−
≥j =
R−≥jP−P6=0,≥j , and R
−
<j = R
−
<jP0,≥j . The projection
operators P+ and P− are given by Eq. 24, and
P6=0,≥j =
∞∑
ℓ=j
k−1∑
h=1
a†h,ℓah,ℓ
P0,≥j =
∞∑
ℓ=j
a†0,ℓa0,ℓ. (52)
These definitions are set up so that R−≥j adds k
j to
negative numbers whose magnitude is ≥ kj , and R−<j
adds kj to negative numbers whose magnitude is <
kj . In this last case the sign of the rational number
is changed.
Two cases need to be considered: j > 0 and j < 0.
For j > 0 it is clear that
Rj = Ij , R
+
j = I
+
j
R−≥j = I
−
≥j , R
−
<j = I
−
<j (53)
The reason the definitions are the same for rational
numbers and integers is that for j > 0 the actions
of Rj are insensitive to the presence or absence of
component systems at sites < 1.
For j < 0, definitions of R+j , R
−
≥j , R
−
<j can be
given that are similar to those given for the corre-
sponding I components. For R+j one has
R+j = Γ
+
j Y
+
j (54)
where
Γ+j =
k−2∑
h=0
a†h+1,jah,j + Γ
+
j+1a
†
0,jak−1,j
Y +j = Pocc,j + Y
+
j+1a
†
0,jPunnoc,j . (55)
These equations are valid for j ≤ −2 for Γ+j and Y
+
j .
For j = −1, Y +−1 = 1 and Γ
+
−1 is given by Eq. 55 with
K+1 (Eq. 29) replacing Γ
+
0 in the definition. Y
+
j acts
on only those states | + s.t〉 where j < −Lt − 1 by
adding a string of 0s to the right, as in adding 10−7
to 63.04. Otherwise it is the identity.
The definition of Γ+j is valid for both boson and
fermion systems. This follows from the fact that all
terms contain an even number of annihilation and
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creation (a-c) operators with the result that anticom-
muting terms past other such operators to the point
of action does not generate a sign change. This is
not the case for Y +j for states in which this operator
is active. These consist of states | + s.t〉 for which
|j| > Lt. (Recall that j < 0.) The problem here is
that for many states | + s.t〉 moving Y +j to its point
of action requires anticommuting an odd number of
a-c operators past an odd number of a-c operators
describing the state, giving a sign change.
This can be avoided by redefining Y +j for the
fermion case to be
Y +,fj = Pocc,j − Y
+,f
j+1 a
†
0,jPunocc,j(
∑∞
ℓ=2(−1)
ℓP+,ℓ
×
∑−1
m=−j(−1)
mPocc,mPunocc,m−1). (56)
where P+,ℓ = a
†
+,ℓa+,ℓ. To see that sign changes are
avoided one has
Y +,fj |+ s.t〉 = (−1)
Ls+2+LtY +,fj+1 a
†
0,jPunocc,j|+ s.t〉
= (−1)2Ls+2Lt+4Y +,fj+1 + |s.t ∗ 0j〉
where
|+ s.t ∗ 0j〉 = a
†
+,Ls+1
a†
s(Ls),Ls
· · · a†
s(1),1
×a†.,0 · · · a
†
t(−Lt),−Lt
a†0,j |0〉.
Since the exponent of −1 is even, this shows that no
sign change occurs. Iterative application of Y +,fj+1 , etc.
causes no sign change because the added operators all
stand to the left of a†0,j in order of increasing j.
For R−≥j one has a result similar to Eq. 37:
R−≥j = (P+0.0 +WP6=0,≥j)(R
+
j )
†WP−P6=0,≥j (57)
where P6=0,≥j =
∑∞
ℓ=j
∑k−1
h=1 a
†
h,ℓah,ℓ is the projection
operator for finding a qubyte in state |h, ℓ〉 with h 6= 0
and ℓ ≥ j. P− =
∑∞
ℓ=2 a
†
−,ℓa−,ℓ is the projection
operator on all negative rational number states. W
is the sign change operator of Eq, 25. This equation is
based on the fact that for all j (R+j )
† corresponds to
subtraction of kj−1 if j > 0 and of kj if j < 0 over its
domain of definition. It expresses the correspondence
kj − x.xxxxx = −(x.xxxxx − kj) for the case that
x.xxxxx ≥ kj .
For R−<j for j < 0 one has an equation similar to
Eq. 38:
R−<j =
∑
t
(R+t )
†R+j (R
+
t )
†WP−tP0,≥j . (58)
This equation is based on the result that, as was the
case for the integers, one sees that any rational num-
ber state |+ 0.t〉 can be written in the form
|+ 0.t〉 = R+t |+ 0.0〉 (59)
where
R+t = (R
+
−1)
t(−1)(R+−2)
t(−2) · · · (R+−Lt)
t(−Lt). (60)
This shows that for any state | − 0.t〉, (R+t )
†W | −
0.t〉 = |+ 0.0〉. Application of (R+t )
†R+j to this state
gives the positive rational number state correspond-
ing to the rational number kj − t. This sequence of
operations is expressed by Eq. 58. The projection
operator P0,≥j , in effect, limits the t sum to states
for which t(ℓ) = 0 for −1 ≥ ℓ ≥ j.
The operator Rj has the same properties as Ij in
that it is a bilateral shift, (Rj)
†Rj = 1 = Rj(Rj)
†
and
(Rj)
k =
{
Rj+1 if j 6= −1
R1 if j = −1
(61)
For positive values of j these results are immediate
as Rj = Ij and these properties have already been
proved for Ij . For negative values of j the proof
should be essentially the same as that for the pos-
itive values of j as the form and action of the opera-
tors R−≥j , R
−
<j is essentially the same as that for the
corrresponding integer operators.
From Eq. 61 one has results similar to Eq. 40:
(Rj)
†Rj+n = (Rj)
k−1 · · · (Rj+n−1)
k−1. (62)
This holds for all positive n and all j such that either
j and j + n are both positive or both are negative.
In case j is negative and j + n positive one has
(Rj)
†Rj+n = (Rj)
k−1 · · · (R−1)
k−1
×(R+1)
k−1 · · · (Rj+n−1)
k−1. (63)
If j, n are such that j + n = 1 then the subscript
j + n− 1 is replaced by j + n− 2 in the above.
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5.2 Rational Addition and Multiplica-
tion
The definition of addition for rationals is quite similar
to that for the integers. One has
+˜R| ± p〉 ⊗ | ± q〉 = | ± p〉 ⊗ | ± q +±p〉 (64)
where |p〉, |q〉 have the form of |r〉 of Eq. 50. Also for
| ± p〉 = | ± s.t〉
| ± q +±p〉 = (RLs)
±s(Ls) · · · (R1)
±s(1)
(R−1)
±t(−1) · · · (R−Lt)
±t(−Lt)| ± q〉
= R±p| ± q〉. (65)
+˜R has the same properties as +˜I . It is unitary on
Hra and the adjoint corresponds to the subtraction
operator.
The definition of multiplication has the same form
as that for the integers in Eq. 46. However the def-
inition of the shift operator UR,i, corresponding to
multiplication by k is more complex.
There are several ways to define UR,i. Here the
operator UR,i corresponding to multiplication by k,
acting on a state | ± p〉, first exchanges the point at
site 0 with the number at site −1. Then the whole
state is shifted one site to the left. 0 is added to site
−1 if and only if the site becomes unoccupied. That
is,
UR,i| ± s.t〉 = | ± s ∗ t(−1).t′〉 (66)
where t′(j) = t(j− 1) for −1 ≥ j ≥ −Lt+1 if Lt > 1
and t′(−1) = 0 if Lt = 1.
The definitions are the same for bosons and
fermions except for the case when 0 must be added.
For bosons these operations are defined by
UR,b = Z
k−1∑
h=0
a†h,0a.,0a
†
.,−1ah,−1 (67)
where Z =
∑∞
j=2 Zj . Zj is given by
Zj =


Zj−1
∑
h a
†
h,j+1ah,jPunocc,j+1 if j ≥ 0, 6= 2
(Zj−1Pocc,j−1 + Punocc,j−1)×
∑
h a
†
h,j+1ah,jPunocc,j+1
if j ≤ −2
.
(68)
For j = 2
Z2 = Z1
∑
h
a†h,3ah,2(Pnumocc,2 + P±,2P6=0,1)
+Z−1
k−1∑
h=0
a†±,2a
†
h,1ah,0a±,2P±,2P0,1. (69)
For j = −1
Z−1 = Z−2
∑
h
a†h,0ah,−1Punocc,0Pocc,−2
+
∑
h
a†h,0a
†
0,−1ah,−1Punocc,0Punocc,−2. (70)
Note that some of the h sums over 0, · · · k − 1 also
include sums over .,+,−,. The subscripts on the
projection operators are self explanatory. Pnumocc,2
is the projection operator for a qubyte state |−, 2〉
where − denotes a number in 0, · · · , k − 1.
To understand the reason for singling out Z2 and
Z−1 one notes that the action of U
R,b is given by
UR,b| ± s.t〉 = Z| ± s ∗ t(−1)0.−1t[−2,−Lt]〉.
The cases where |±s.t〉 = |±0.t〉 or |±s.0〉 need spe-
cial treatment in order to comply with the convention
that no leading or trailing strings of 0s remain. For
|±s.t〉 = |±0.t〉, Z2 acts on |±201t(−1)0.−1t[−2,−Lt]〉
to delete the 01 component before the shifting. For
|±s.t〉 = |±s.0〉, Z−1 acts on the shifted state |±s∗0.〉
to add a 0−1 component to give |±s∗0.0〉 as the final
result.
For fermions one has
UR,f = UR,bPocc,−2 +
Zf
k−1∑
h=0
a†h,0a.,0a
†
.,−1ah,−1Punocc,−2 (71)
where Zf =
∑∞
j=2 Z
f
j . Z
f
j is given by
Zfj = −Z
f
j−1
k−1,±∑
h=0
a†h,j+1ah,jPunocc,j+1 (72)
if j ≥ 0 and
Zf−1 = −
k−1,.∑
h=0
a†h,0a
†
0,−1ah,−1Punocc,0 (73)
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if j = −1. The range of the h sums is denoted by the
superscripts shown in the above.
UR,f is defined to have the same action on fermion
states as UR,b does on boson states. The only case
in which the definition of UR,b and UR,f differ is for
the action on | ± s.0〉 when Z−1 is finally active at
the end of the shifting. The definition is set up so
that anticommuting the odd number of a-c operators
to the right hand end of | ± s ∗ 0.〉 to add the 0 does
not change the sign. The case in which a 0 is deleted
causes no problems because there is no anticommut-
ing of an odd number of a-c operators.
UR,i has the property that, for i = b, f , it is a
bilateral shift on Hra ⊖ |0.0〉. It is clear from the
definition that for all |±s.t〉 6= |0.0〉, 〈±s.t|UR,i|s.t〉 =
0. Also (UR,i)†UR,i = 1 = UR,i(UR,i)† as UR,i is a
bijection on the basis {| ± s.t〉} spanning Hra.
It follows from the definition of UR,i that UR,i or
(UR,i)† correspond to multiplication by kj−1 or k−j
respectively. Based on this the multiplication opera-
tor ×˜ is defined by
×˜|±p〉|±q〉|±r〉 = |±p〉|±q〉|±r+(±p×±q)〉. (74)
Here |±r+(±p×±q)〉 is the state denoting the result
of adding ±p × ±q to ±r. Following Eq. 46 for the
integers and using | ± p〉 = | ± s.t〉 one can express ×˜
more explicitly as
×˜| ± s.t〉| ± q〉| ± r〉 = | ± s.t〉((UR,i2 )
†)Ls−1
×(+˜2,3)
±s(Ls)UR,i2 (+˜2,3)
±s(Ls−1)UR,i2 · · ·
×UR,i2 (+˜2,3)
±s(1)UR,i2 (+˜2,3)
±t(−1) · · ·
×UR,i2 (+˜2,3)
±t(−Lt+1)UR,i2 (+˜2,3)
±t(−Lt)
×((UR,i2 )
†)Lt | ± q〉| ± r〉. (75)
These actions correspond to multiplying ±q by k−Lt ,
adding or subtracting t(−Lt) copies of the result to
the third state ±r, then adding or subtracting t −
(Lt+1) copies of k
−Lt+1(±q) to the third state, etc..
The last step recovers the original second state | ±
q〉 by multiplying by kLs−1. Whether +˜ carries out
iterated addition or subtraction depends on the sign
of the first state.
It is clear from the definition that ×˜ is unitary.
The operator preserves orthonormality of the basis
set {| ± p,±q,±r〉} and all these states ( and linear
superpositions) are in the domain and range of the
operator. As was the case for the integers, it does
not follow from unitarity that the adjoint of ×˜ carries
out division. The argument is similar to that given
for the absence of a division operator for the integers
in that an equation similar to Eq. 48 would have to
be satisfied. The fact that this is not the case is a
consequence of the fact that not all rational numbers
are included in the representation used here.
5.3 The Rational Number Axioms
The axioms for rational numbers are those for a field
[23]. These are the same as those for the integers with
the added axiom stating the existence of an inverse to
multiplication. However as was seen this is not valid
for the representation used here. The proofs of the
other axioms are quite similar to those for the integers
and the natural numbers and will not be repeated
here. The main difference here between the rational
number and integer operators is that the operator
UR,i is unitary whereas the corresponding operator
U I,i for integers, Eq. 47, is not unitary.
6 Physical Models of the Ax-
iom Systems
So far mathematical Hilbert space models have been
constructed for the natural number, integer, and ra-
tional number axiom systems. However these mod-
els are all abstract in that nothing is implied about
the existence of physical systems that can implement
the operations described by the axiom systems. The
ubiquitous existence of computers shows that such
systems do exist, at least on a macroscopic or classi-
cal scale.
Here the emphasis is on microscopic quantum me-
chanical systems. These systems have the prop-
erty that the switching time tsw to carry out a sin-
gle step is short compared to the decoherence time
tdec, or tsw/tdec ≪ 1 [13]. For macroscopic systems
tsw/tdec ≫ 1. The discussion will be fairly brief and
will be applied here to the rational number system.
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Additional details for modular arithmetic on the nat-
ural numbers are given elsewhere [12].
Let A,D be two sets of physical parameters for
quantum systems. For instance A could be an in-
finite set of space positions and D a finite set of
spin projections or excitation energies of the sys-
tems. The physical Fock space of states Hphy
for the system is spanned by states of the form
c†dm,amc
†
dm−1,am−1
· · · c†d1,a1 |0〉. Here m is an arbitrary
finite number, c†dj,aj is a creation operator for a sys-
tem with property dj , aj , where aj and dj are val-
ues in A and D respectively. The operators c†d,a and
cd′,a′ satisfy commutation or anticommutation rela-
tions similar to Eqs. 3 and 4 if the basic physical
systems are bosons or fermions.
Assume that the basic mathematical and physical
systems are both either fermions or bosons. Then
the a-c operators of both Hphy−Ra and HRa have
the same symmetry property. Let W be an arbitrary
isometry from the abstract Hilbert space HRa to a
subspace Hphy−Ra of Hphy. Then W and its adjoint
W † restricted to Hphy−Ra, are unitary maps between
Hphy and Hphy−Ra.
One can then define induced annihilation and cre-
ation operators on Hphy−Ra according to
a†W,h,j =Wa
†
h,jW
† aW,h,j =Wah,jW
†. (76)
Here j = 1, 2, · · · and h = 0, 1, · · · , k − 1.
The corresponding rational number states on the
physical state space are given by
W | ± s.t〉 = | ±W sW .W tW 〉
= a†W,±,Ls+1a
†
W,s(Lt),Lt
· · · a†W,.,0
×a†
W,t(−1),−1 · · · a
†
W,(−Lt),−Lt
|0〉. (77)
The operators RW,j , +˜W , ×˜W on the physical state
space that correspond to the successor operators for
each j and the addition and multiplication operators
on HRa are given by the general relation for any op-
erator O˜ on HRa
O˜W =WO˜W
†.
Alternatively the physical state space operators can
be obtained by replacing each creation and annihila-
tion operator a†ℓ,j, aℓ,j by a
†
W,ℓ,j , aW,ℓ,j in the defi-
nitions of the operators given in subsections 5.1 and
5.2.
As a very simple example of a map W let g and d
be one-one functions from the numbers 1, 2, · · · to A
and from {0, 1, · · ·k − 1 to D. Let W be such that
aW,h,j = cd(h),g(j), a
†
W,h,j = c
†
d(h),g(j).
In this case the elementary physical components of
a physical quantum system correspond to the com-
ponents of the abstract quantum system. This type
of example was considered earlier for modular arith-
metic on the natural numbers [12].
More complex examples in which W maps the ab-
stract components onto collective degrees of freedom
or multiparticle states can also be constructed. These
types of examples give entangled physical states simi-
lar to those considered in some quantum error correc-
tion schemes [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] and in decoherence
free subspaces [29, 30, 31]. Topological and anyonic
quantum states have also been considered in the lit-
erature [32, 33, 34].
These examples also illustrate the large number of
possibilities for constructing unitary maps from HRa
to a physical state space for quantum systems. How-
ever it is too general in the sense that an important
restriction has been left out. In particular, as is well
known, there are many physical systems that are not
suitable to represent or model mathematical number
systems. Such systems are also not useful as quantum
computers.
This feature has been realized for some time and
several approaches have been discussed. Require-
ments discussed in the literature for quantum com-
puters include having well characterized qubits, the
ability to prepare a simple initial state, the condition
that tdec/tsw ≫ 1, the presence of unitary operators
for a universal set of quantum gates or unitary con-
trol of suitable subsystems, and the ability to mea-
sure specific qubits or subsystem observables [28, 14].
Here the condition is expressed by the requirement
that the basic operations described by the axioms of
the system under consideration must be efficiently
implementable. For the systems studied here this
means that the successor operations for each j, +˜,
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and ×˜ must be efficiently implementable.
This requirement means that for each of these op-
erations there must exist a unitary time dependent
operator U(t) in the physical model such that the
action of U(t) on suitable physical system states cor-
responds to carrying out the operation. This can be
expressed more explicitly using the rational number
states and operators as an example. For each state
| ± r〉 = a†±r|0〉 let P±r and PO˜,±r be the projec-
tion operators on the states | ± r〉 and |O˜± r〉 where
O˜ is any of the successor operators, Rj , +˜R, ×˜R
defined in Section 5. Let PW±r = WP±rW
† and
PW
O˜,±r
=WP
O˜,±r
W † be the corresponding projection
operators on the physical states | ± r〉 and O˜| ± r〉.
These operators are the identity on all the environ-
mental and ancillary degrees of freedom in the overall
physical system.
Let ρ(0) denote the initial overall physical system
density operator at time 0. Then PW±rρ(0)P
W
±r =
ρ±r(0) is the initial physical system state with the
model subsystem in the state corresponding to | ± r〉
under the map W . The time development of ρ±r(0)
is given by some unitary operator U
O˜
(t) with possible
dependence on O˜ indicated. That is
ρ±r(t) = UO˜(t)ρ±r(0)U
†
O˜
(t).
Implementability of the operator O˜ means that
there is a unitary evolution operator U
O˜
(t) and an
initial system state ρ(0) such that for each |±r〉 there
is a time t±r such that the components of ρ±r(t±r)
that correspond to the state O˜| ± r〉 appear with rel-
ative probability 1. That is
TrPW
O˜,±r
ρ±r(t±r) = Trρ±r(0) (78)
where the trace is taken over all degrees of freedom
including ancillary and environmental degrees that
may be present.
Implementability also means that the operator
U
O˜
(t) must be physically implementable in that
there must exist a physical procedure for implement-
ing U
O˜
(t) that can actually be carried out. For
Schro¨dinger dynamics this means there must exist a
Hamiltonian H
O˜
that can be physically implemented
such that U
O˜
(t) = e
−iH
O˜
t
. Eq. 78 must also be sat-
isfied by H
O˜
.
The requirement of efficiency means that for each
state | ± r〉 the time t±r required to satisfy Eq. 78
must be polynomial in the length Lr of r. It cannot
be exponential in Lr. The requirement also means
that the space requirements for physical implemen-
tation must also be polynomial in Lr. If HO˜ is im-
plemented by circuits of quantum gates, as in [17, 18],
then the number of gates in the circuits must be poly-
nomial in Lr.
Efficiency also means that the thermodynamic re-
sources needed to implement H
O˜
must be polynomial
in Lr. This places limitations on the value of k in
that for physical systems occupying a given space-
time volume it must be possible to reliably distin-
guish k alternatives in the volume [35].
As was noted in the introduction, the efficiency re-
quirement is the reason that successor operators are
defined separately for each j and the efficiency re-
quirement is applied to each operator. If the require-
ment applied to just one of the operators, and not to
the others, then physical models could be allowed in
which t±r would be exponential and not polynomial
in r for these operators. This follows from the expo-
nential dependence of the Rj on j as shown in Eq.
613. The fact that efficient computation based on
efficient implementation of the basic arithmetic op-
erations is so ubiquitous shows that there are many
methods of implementing the Rj efficiently in classi-
cal computers at least. However this does not reduce
the importance of the efficiency requirement for these
operators.
The existence of the Hamiltonians H
O˜
that can be
carried out is in general a nontrivial problem. For
modular arithmetic on the natural numbers the exis-
tence of quantum circuits for the basic arithmetic op-
erations + and × [17, 18] suggests that such Hamilto-
nians may exist for the basic arithmetic operations on
distinguishable qubits. However most physical mod-
els described to implement simple quantum compu-
3It would be expected that these models would be excluded
by the efficiency requirement applied to +˜ as this operator is
defined in terms of iterations of the different Rj .
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tations are based on a time dependent Hamiltonian
that implements a product of different unitary oper-
ators. In many of these models the computation is
driven by a sequence of individually prepared laser
pulses to carry out specified operations. The pos-
sibility of describing this with a time independent
Hamiltonian that can be physically implemented on
multiqubit systems is a question for the future.
Here the problem is more complex in that bosonic
or fermionic quantum computation methods would
be needed on states with an indeterminate number of
degrees of freedom. Work on this problem for binary
fermions using the representation of a-c operators as
Pauli products of the standard spin operators [20] is
a possible avenue but more needs to be done. For
computations in an interactive environment one may
hope that the use of decoherence free subspaces [29,
30, 31], stabilizer codes [19, 34], or other methods of
error protection [24, 25, 26, 27] will be workable.
A Appendix
A.1 Proof of Some Natural Number
Axioms
It is sufficient for the proof of ×˜(Vj ⊗ 1˜⊗ 1˜)|s〉⊗ |t〉⊗
|x〉 = |s〉 ⊗ |t〉 ⊗ |y〉 where |y〉 = |x+ s× t+ kj−1t〉 to
set |x〉 = 0. An expression for the product is needed
in which all powers of each Vj are collected together.
Repeating Eq. 22 for |x〉 = |0〉 gives
×˜|s, t, 0〉 = ((U i2)
†)Ls−1(+˜2,3)
s(Ls)U i2(+˜2,3)
s(Ls−1)U i2
· · ·U i2(+˜2,3)
s(1)|s, t, 0〉.
Use of Eqs. 16, 15 and 18 gives
×˜|s, t, 0〉 = |s, t〉 ⊗ (VLt+Ls−1)
s(Ls)k
Ls−1t(Lt+Ls−1) · · ·
(VLs)
s(Ls)k
Ls−1t(Ls)(VLt+Ls−2)
s(Ls−1)k
Ls−2t(Lt+Ls−2) · · ·
(VLs−1)
s(Ls−1)k
Ls−2t(Ls−1) · · · , · · · (VLt+1)
s(2)kt(Lt+1)
· · · (V2)
s(2)kt(2)(VLt)
s(1)t(Lt) · · · (V1)
s(1)t(1)|0〉
where use was made of (U i)j |t〉 = |kjt〉 and if
kjt(n) = 0, then V k
jt(n) = 1˜. These identity fac-
tors have been deleted in the above. Also Ls and Lt
are the lengths of s and t.
One now collects together all V s with the same
subscript value. As noted before this commuting of
the V s past one another causes no problems for either
fermions or bosons. There are two cases to consider
Lt ≥ Ls and L − t ≤ Ls which differ only in index
labeling. Carrying this out for Lt ≥ Ls and putting
the V s in order of decreasing subscript values from
left to right gives
(VLt+Ls−1)
s(Ls)k
Ls−1t(Lt+Ls−1)
(VLt+Ls−2)
s(Ls)k
Ls−1t(Lt+Ls−2)+s(Ls−1)k
Ls−2t(Lt+Ls−2)
· · · , · · · (V2)
s(2)kt(2)+s(1)t(2)(V1)
s(1)t(1)|0〉.
A more explicit expression including the terms rep-
resented by the · · · is
(VLt+Ls−1)
E0 · · · (VLt+1)
ELs−2 · · · (Vm)
GLs,m
· · · (VLs−1)
FLs−1 · · · (V1)
F1 |0〉. (79)
Here
En =
n∑
h=0
s(Ls − h)t(Lt − n+ h) (80)
for 0 ≤ n ≤ Ls − 2,
GLs,m =
Ls−1∑
h=0
s(Ls − h)t(m+ 1 + h− Ls) (81)
for Ls ≤ m ≤ Lt, and
Fℓ =
ℓ−1∑
h=0
s(ℓ− h)t(h+ 1) (82)
for 1 ≥ ℓ ≥ Ls. Note that FLs = GLs,Ls andGLs,Lt =
ELs−1. Also
knt(m+ n) = t(m) (83)
for n = 0, 1, · · · , m = 1, 2, · · · was used.
In the above the values of the exponents may well
be greater than k−1. Because of Eq. 2 this causes no
problems provided one represents states in the form
given by Eq. 15.
The desired goal is to prove that |(s+ kj−1)× t〉 =
|s× t+ kj−1t〉.
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From the forgoing one has
|s× t+ kj−1t〉 = (VLt+Ls−1)
E0
· · · (VLt+1)
ELs−2 · · · (Vm)
GLs,m
· · · (VLs−1)
FLs−1 · · · (V1)
F1
(VLt+j−1)
t(Lt) · · · (Vj)
t(1)|0〉 (84)
where Eq. 83 was used. Again one collects V s with
the same subscripts. The explicit form of the final
result depends somewhat on the magnitude of j rel-
ative to Lt and Ls. Assume j < Ls < Lt. Then the
righthand side of Eq. 84 can be written as
(VLt+Ls−1)
E0 · · · (VLt+j)
ELs−j−1 (VLt+j−1)
ELs−j+t(Lt)
· · · (VLt+1)
ELs−2+t(Lt−j+2)(VLt)
GLs,Lt+t(Lt−j+1)
· · · (Vm)
GLs,m+t(m−j+1) · · · (VLs)
GLs,Ls+t(Ls−j+1)
(VLs−1)
FLs−1+t(Ls−j) · · · (Vj)
Fj+t(1) · · · (V1)
F1 |0〉.
The E exponents containing t can be written as
ELs−j+p + t(Lt − p) =
∑Ls−j+p
h=0 s(Ls − h)t(Lt − Ls + j − p+ h) + t(Lt − p)
with 0 ≤ p ≤ j − 2. Similarly for the G and F
exponents,
GLs,m + t(m− j + 1) =
∑Ls−1
h=0 s(Ls − h)t(m+ 1− Ls + h) + t(m− j + 1)
FLs−q + t(Ls − q − j + 1) =
∑Ls−q−1
h=0 s(Ls − q − h)t(h+ 1) + t(Ls − q − j + 1).
Here Ls ≥ m ≥ Lt and 1 ≥ q ≤ Ls − j.
These expressions can be rewritten as
ELs−j+p + t(Lt − p) =
Ls−j+p∑
h=0
h 6=Ls−j
s(Ls − h)t(Lt − Ls + j − p+ h) +
[s(j)t(Lt − p) + t(Lt − p)] (85)
GLs,m + t(m− j + 1) =
Ls−1∑
h=0
h 6=Ls−j
s(Ls − h)t(m+ 1− Ls + h) +
[s(j)t(m− j + 1) + t(m− j + 1)] (86)
FLs−q + t(Ls − q − j + 1) =
Ls−q−j∑
h=0
h 6=Ls−q−j
s(Ls − q − h)t(h+ 1) +
[s(j)t(Ls − q − j + 1) + t(Ls − q − j + 1)]. (87)
Use of the axiom that is being proven for the opera-
tors Vj , +˜, ×˜ for the number expressions in the square
brackets in the above three equations gives
s(j)t(r) + t(r) = (s(j) + 1)t(r). (88)
for r = Lt − p,m − j + 1, Ls − q − j + 1. This is
the important step because by repeating the above
derivation for ×˜(Vj ⊗ 1˜⊗ 1˜)|s, t0〉 one can show that
|(Vjs)× t〉 has exactly the form given by Eqs. 85,86,
87 with s(j)t(r)+t(r) replaced by (s(j)+1)t(r). This
completes the proof of the axiom for j < Ls < Lt.
The proof for the other cases is quite similar and will
not be repeated here.
A.2 Proof of Ij+1 = (Ij)
k
For the proof of Eq. 39 one notes that
Ikj = (I
+
j )
k +
k−1∑
ℓ=1
[(I+j )
ℓ−1(I+j P0,+W + I
−
<jP−,<j)
× (W (I+j )
†W )k−ℓP−,≥j]
+ (P0,+W + P−,<0)(W (I
+
j )
†W )kP−,≥j
+ (I+j )
k−1I−<jP<j .
The various terms reflect the fact that I−<j is either
not active or is active just once (as it takes negative
number states to positive number states). The ℓ sum
shows that I−<j can be active at any iteration of Ij ,
from the first to the kth. It is preceded by iterations
of I−≥j and succeeded by iterations of I
+
j .
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For the first term the result is immediate
by Eq. 31. Using W 2 = 1, the term
(P+,0W + P−,<0)(W (I
+
j )
†W )kP−,≥j = (P+,0W +
P−)(W (I
+
j+1)
†W )P−,≥j . It is clear that this term
gives 0 for any state | − s〉 for which L = j. Thus
P−,≥j can be replaced by P−,≥j+1. This shows that
this term equals I−≥j+1.
It remains to show that the sum of the remaining
terms equals I−<j+1. For the last term, use of Eq.
38 gives (I+j )
k−1I−<jP<j = (I
+
j )
k−1
∑L<j
s (I
+
s )
†I+j |+
0〉〈−, s|. Commuting4 the I+j past (I
+
s )
† and use of
Eq. 31 gives
∑L<j
s (I
+
s )
†I+j+1| + 0〉〈−, s| for the last
term. This corresponds in the s sum for I−<j+1 to
those terms for which L < j.
The terms for which L = j are contained
in the ℓ sum. Each term can be writ-
ten as (I+j )
ℓP+,0W + (I
+
j )
ℓ−1
∑L<j
t (I
+
t )
†I+j | +
0〉〈−, t|)W (I+j )
†)k−ℓWP−,≥j . The matrix element
〈−, t|)W (I+j )
†)k−ℓW | − s〉 is nonzero if and only if
the length L of s is j and | − s〉 = a†−,j+1a
†
k−ℓ,ja
†
t |0〉.
In this case the matrix element equals 1. As a re-
sult the projection operator P−,≥j can be replaced
by P−,j .
Using this and replacing ℓ by k −
s(j) gives for the second part of the
ℓ term
∑L<j
t (I
+
j )
k−s(j)−1(I+t )
†I+j | +
0〉〈−, t|)W (I+j )
†)s(j)W | − s〉〈s − |P−,j =
(I+s )
†I+j+1|+0〉〈−s|P−,j . Here use is made of the facts
that |+s〉 = |+s(j)∗t〉 and (I+t )
†((I+j )
†)s(j) = (I+s )
†.
Also (I+j )
k−1(I+t )
†I+j |0〉 = (I
+
t )
†(I+j )
k|0〉 was used2.
The definition of I−<j is such that the t sum is over
all t such that t(L) > 0. Thus states |−s〉 = |−s(j)∗
0[j−1,1]〉 are excluded. These are accounted for in the
first part of the ℓ term: (I+j )
ℓP+,0((I
+
j )
†)k−ℓWP−,≥j.
Use of s(j) = k − ℓ and (I+j )
ℓ = (I+j )
k−s(j) =
4That the operators I+
j
and I+
h
for h 6= j and their ad-
joints do not, in general, commute or anticommute is clear
from their definitions and the commutation relations for the
creation and annihilation operators. However when applied to
specific states of interest here, one sees that the results of the
application is independent of the order in which they are ap-
plied. Also there is no sign problem for fermions, provided the
specific ordering of the component states described earlier is
adhered to.
(I+s )
†I+j+1 completes the proof of Eq. 39.
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